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Abstract. A subsemiring of R is called a positive semiring provided that it contains 1 and consists

of nonnegative numbers. Here we study factorizations in both the additive monoid pS,�q and the
multiplicative monoid pSzt0u, �q. In particular, we investigate when, for a positive semiring S, both

pS,�q and pSzt0u, �q have the following properties: atomicity, the ACCP, the bounded factorization

property (BFP), the finite factorization property (FFP), and the half-factorial property (HFP). It is
well known that in the context of cancellative and commutative monoids, the chain of implications

HFP ñ BFP and FFP ñ BFP ñ ACCP ñ atomicity holds. We construct classes of positive

semirings S wherein the additive and multiplicative structures both satisfy each of these properties
and give examples to show that, in general, none of the implications in the previous chain is reversible.

1. Introduction

The atomic structure of positive monoids (i.e., additive submonoids of the nonnegative cone of
the real line) has been the subject of much recent investigation. The simplest positive monoids are
numerical monoids (i.e., additive monoids consisting of nonnegative integers, up to isomorphism), and
their additive structure has been investigated by many authors during the last three decades (see
[4, 23] and references therein). In addition, the atomicity of Puiseux monoids (i.e., additive monoids
consisting of nonnegative rational numbers) has been the subject of various papers during the last
four years (see [14, 15] and references therein). Puiseux monoids have also been studied in connection
to commutative rings [20] and factorizations of matrices [6]. Positive monoids can be thought of as
natural higher-rank generalizations of Puiseux monoids, which are precisely the positive monoids of
rank 1. Submonoids of finite-rank free commutative monoids are also finite-rank positive monoids
up to isomorphism, and their atomicity and arithmetic were studied in [16, 17] and, more recently,
in [29, 32]. Positive monoids have also been considered in surprising context such as music theory; see
the recent paper [8].

If a positive monoid contains 1 and is closed under multiplication, then we call it a positive semiring.
Note that numerical monoids (other than N0) are not positive semirings even though they are closed
under multiplication. Nevertheless, factorization aspects of their multiplicative structure were recently
investigated in [5]; we briefly consider this situation in Remark 2.4. Puiseux monoids generated
by geometric sequences are positive semirings. They were systematically studied in [15] under the
term “cyclic rational semiring”, where various factorization invariants of their additive structure were
considered (the arithmetic of their multiplicative structure was briefly explored in [6]). The atomicity
of certain generalizations of cyclic rational semirings was considered in [1]. Furthermore, for quadratic
integers τ , both the elasticity and delta set of the multiplicative monoid of the positive semiring N0rτ s
were studied in [11, Section 3]. On the other hand, the atomicity of the additive structure of the
positive semiring N0rαs, where α is an algebraic integer, has been recently investigated in [18]. Finally,
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when α is transcendental, N0rαs is isomorphic to the polynomial semiring N0rxs, whose multiplicative
structure was recently investigated in [10].

A cancellative and commutative monoid is atomic if every non-invertible element factors into irre-
ducibles, while it satisfies the ascending chain condition on principal ideals (or the ACCP) if every
ascending chain of principal ideals eventually stabilizes, in which case, we also say that it is an ACCP
monoid. One can easily show that monoids satisfying the ACCP are atomic. An atomic monoid
is a bounded factorization monoid (or a BFM) if every element has only finitely many factorization
lengths, while it is a finite factorization monoid (or an FFM) if every element has only finitely many
factorizations (up to order and associates). Clearly, each FFM is a BFM, and it is not hard to argue
that each BFM satisfies the ACCP. Finally, an atomic monoid is a half-factorial monoid (or an HFM)
if every element has exactly one factorization length, while it is a unique factorization monoid (or a
UFM) if every element has exactly one factorization (up to order and associates). Observe that each
UFM is both an FFM and an HFM, and each HFM is a BFM. However, there are BFMs that are
neither FFMs nor HFMs (see, for instance, [3, Example 4.7]). The implications mentioned in this
paragraph are shown in Diagram (1.1).

(1.1)

UFM HFM

FFM BFM ACCP monoid atomic monoid

Diagram (1.1) was introduced in [2] by D. D. Anderson, D. F. Anderson, and M. Zafrullah in the
setting of integral domains, where they illustrated that none of the involved implications is reversible.
We call a positive semiring S bi-atomic (or bi-ACCP, bi-BFS, bi-FFS, bi-HFS, bi-UFS ) provided that
both its additive monoid pS,�q and its multiplicative monoid pSzt0u, �q satisfy the corresponding
property. The implications in Diagram (1.2) follow immediately from those in Diagram (1.1).

(1.2)

bi-UFS bi-HFS

bi-FFS bi-BFS bi-ACCP semiring bi-atomic semiring

In this paper, we use known results on the atomicity of positive monoids to gain a better insight of
atomicity in certain classes of bi-atomic positive semirings. Our primary purpose here is twofold. On
one hand, we identify classes of positive semirings that are bi-atomic, bi-ACCP, bi-BFSs, bi-FFSs, bi-
HFSs, and bi-FFSs. On the other hand, we construct examples of positive semirings to illustrate that,
as for the case of Diagram (1.1) in the class of (multiplicative monoids of) integral domains, none of the
implications in Diagram (1.2) is reversible in the class of positive semirings. In order to accomplish our
goals, we will consider simultaneously these properties for both the additive and multiplicative monoids
of various classes of positive semirings. We emphasize, however, that we still do not know whether the
topmost horizontal implication in Diagram (1.2) is reversible (see Conjecture 7.7 and Question 7.8).
In Section 2, we set the stage by recalling basic definitions. In the following sections, we then consider
atomicity (in Section 3), the ascending chain condition on principal ideals (in Section 4), the bounded
factorization property (in Section 5), the finite factorization property (in Section 6), and finally the
half-factorial property (in Section 7).
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2. General Notation and Definitions

In this section, we present the notation and definitions related to commutative monoids/semirings
and factorization theory we will need for later sections. For a more comprehensive overview of these
areas, the interested reader can consult [36] for commutative monoids, [28] for semirings, and [26] for
factorization theory.

The sets N0, N, and P will denote the set of nonnegative integers, positive integers, and prime
numbers, respectively. In addition, the set of integers between a, b P Z will be denoted by Ja, bK, that
is, Ja, bK � tn P Z | a ¤ n ¤ bu (observe that Ja, bK is empty when a ¡ b). For r P R and X � R,
we set X¥r :� tx P X | x ¥ ru and use the notations X¡r, X¤r, and X r in a similar manner. For
q P Q¡0, we refer to the unique n, d P N such that q � n{d and gcdpn, dq � 1 as the numerator and
denominator of q and denote them by npqq and dpqq, respectively. Lastly, given Q � Q¡0, we set
npQq :� tnpqq | q P Qu and dpQq :� tdpqq | q P Qu.

2.1. Commutative Monoids. Throughout this manuscript, the term monoid refers to a cancella-
tive, commutative semigroup with identity. As we have the need to study both additive and mul-
tiplicative submonoids of R¥0, we introduce the relevant factorization-theoretic terminology for a
generic operation �. Let pM, �q be a monoid with identity denoted by ι. We set M :�Mztιu, while
we let U pMq denote the group of invertible elements of M . We say that M is trivial when M � H
and reduced when U pMq � tιu. The Grothendieck group gppMq of M is the unique abelian group
gppMq up to isomorphism satisfying that any abelian group containing a homomorphic image of M
will also contain a homomorphic image of gppMq. The rank of M is defined to be the rank of gppMq
as a Z-module. The reduced monoid of M is the quotient of M by U pMq, which is denoted by Mred.
For b, c PM , we say that c divides b in M if there exists d PM such that b � c � d, in which case, we
write c |M b. A submonoid M 1 of M is a divisor-closed submonoid if every element of M dividing an
element of M 1 in M must belong to M 1.

If A is a subset of M , then we let xAy be the submonoid of M generated by the set A, that is,
xAy � ta1 � � � � � an | n P N0 and a1, . . . , an P Au, where the product of zero elements is the identity
element. Clearly, xAy is the smallest submonoid of M containing A. If M � xAy, we say that A is a
generating set of M . The monoid M is said to be finitely generated provided that M � xAy for some
finite subset A of M . An element a P MzU pMq is an atom if it cannot be written as a � x�y for
any two non-invertible elements x, y PM . The set of atoms of M will be denoted by A pMq. Observe
that if M is reduced, then A pMq is contained in every generating set of M . Following [19], we say
that M is antimatter if A pMq is empty. We have a special interest in monoids that can be generated
by their sets of atoms.

Definition 2.1. A monoid M is atomic if each element in MzU pMq factors into atoms.

Atomic monoids will play a crucial role in the upcoming discussion. One can readily verify that M
is atomic if and only if Mred is atomic. In the context of monoids and integral domains, the ascending
chain condition on principal ideals is a property that is often studied in connection to atomicity. An
ideal I of M is a subset I of M satisfying I�M :� ty�x | y P I and x P Mu � I (or, equivalently,
I�M � I). If I is an ideal of M such that I � y�M :� ty�x | x P Mu for some y P M , then I
is principal. In addition, M satisfies the ascending chain condition on principal ideals (or ACCP)
provided that each ascending chain of principal ideals of M stabilizes. It is worth noting that any
monoid satisfying the ACCP is atomic [26, Proposition 1.1.4]. However, the reverse implication does
not hold in general; for instance, we will exhibit in Proposition 4.3 a class of additive submonoids
of pQ,�q that are atomic but do not satisfy the ACCP. Atomic monoids and integral domains that
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do not satisfy the ACCP are not that easy to produce; the first such example was constructed by
A. Grams in [35], and further examples were constructed by A. Zaks in [38].

The monoid M is free on a subset P of M if every map P ÑM 1, where M 1 is a monoid, uniquely
extends to a monoid homomorphism M Ñ M 1. For each set P , there is a unique free monoid on P
up to isomorphism. If M is the free monoid on P , then every x P M can be written uniquely in the
form x � �pPP pvppxq, where vppxq P N0 and vppxq ¡ 0 only for finitely many elements p P P . Since
the monoid M is determined by P up to isomorphism, we will sometimes denote M by F pP q. Note
that the fundamental theorem of arithmetic can be simply stated as N � F pPq, where N is considered
multiplicatively.

Additive submonoids of R¥0 play a central role throughout this paper. Following [30], we call
them positive monoids. If a positive monoid consists of rational numbers, then it is called a Puiseux
monoid. The atomic structure of Puiseux monoids has been systematically studied during the last
few years (see, for instance, the recent paper [25] and references therein). Puiseux monoids are, up to
isomorphism, the positive monoids of rank 1. Indeed, nontrivial Puiseux monoids can be characterized
as the torsion-free rank-1 monoids that are not groups (see [25, Theorem 3.12] and [22, Section 24]).
Another important subclass of positive monoids is that consisting of numerical monoids, that is, the
additive cofinite submonoids of N0 (see [23] for a treatment of numerical monoids and [4] for some
of their applications). Numerical monoids account for all finitely generated Puiseux monoids, up to
isomorphism.

2.2. Factorizations. Now assume that M is atomic. The free (commutative) monoid on A pMredq
is denoted by ZpMq. Let π : ZpMq ÑMred be the unique monoid homomorphism fixing A pMredq. If
z � a1� � � � �a` P ZpMq, where a1, . . . , a` P A pMredq, then ` is called the length of z and is denoted
by |z|. For each b PM , we set

ZM pbq � π�1pb�U pMqq and LM pbq � t|z| | z P ZM pbqu.
When we see no risk of ambiguity, we will simply write Zpbq and Lpbq instead of the more cumbersome
notation ZM pbq and LM pbq, respectively. The sets Zpbq and Lpbq play a crucial role in factorization
theory (see [24]). The monoid M is a finite factorization monoid (or an FFM ) if |Zpbq|   8 for every
b P M , while M is a bounded factorization monoid (or a BFM ) if |Lpbq|   8 for every b P M . Each
finitely generated monoid is an FFM by [26, Proposition 2.7.8], and it is clear that each FFM is a
BFM. In addition, M is a unique factorization monoid (or a UFM ) if |Zpbq| � 1 for every b P M ,
while M is a half-factorial monoid (or an HFM ) if |Lpbq| � 1 for every b P M . A UFM is clearly
both an FFM and an HFM, and an HFM is clearly a BFM. There are BFMs that are neither FFMs
nor HFMs; see, for instance, [3, Example 4.7]. Finally, M is a length-factorial monoid (or an LFM )
provided that for all b P M and z, z1 P Zpbq, the equality |z| � |z1| implies that z � z1. The notion
of length-factoriality was first considered in [21] under the term “other-half-factoriality”, and it has
been recently investigated in [13]. For a recent survey on atomicity and factorizations in commutative
monoids, see [27].

2.3. Semirings. Consider a triple pS,�, �q, where pS,�q is an additive monoid and pS, �q is a mul-
tiplicative semigroup. If multiplication distributes over addition and the equalities 0 � x � x � 0 � 0
hold for all x P S, then S :� pS,�, �q is a semiring. If the semigroup pS, �q is commutative, then S is
a commutative semiring. Here we are interested in the atomic structure of subsemirings of R¥0 with
respect to the usual addition and multiplication of real numbers. Because we are primarily interested
in atomicity, we will only consider subsemirings of R¥0 containing 1, the multiplicative identity.
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Definition 2.2. If a subsemiring of R¥0 contains 1, we call it a positive semiring. If a positive
semiring consists only of rational numbers (resp., algebraic numbers), we say it is a rational (resp.,
an algebraic) semiring.

Let S be a positive semiring. Clearly, S is commutative; indeed, pS, �q is a monoid. We call pS,�q
and pS, �q the additive monoid and the multiplicative monoid of S, respectively. It is clear that pS,�q
is a reduced monoid. We say that a positive semiring S is bi-reduced provided that pS, �q is reduced.
We let A�pSq and A�pSq denote the sets of atoms of pS,�q and pS, �q, respectively. In addition, we
let U pSq denote the set of elements of S with multiplicative inverses.

Definition 2.3. A positive semiring S is bi-atomic if both monoids pS,�q and pS, �q are atomic.

Because the main focus of this paper is to study semiring whose additive and multiplicative monoids
satisfy some of the well-known atomic properties defined in previous subsections, the following termi-
nology will be useful in the upcoming sections. The positive semiring S satisfies the bi-ACCP provided
that both monoids pS,�q and pS, �q satisfy the ACCP. In addition, S is a bi-FFS provided that both
pS,�q and pS, �q are FFMs. In a similar manner, we use the terminologies bi-BFS, bi-UFS, bi-HFS,
and bi-LFS.

Although our primary purpose here is to investigate atomicity and further properties refining atom-
icity in positive semirings, we pause here to illustrate that one could consider atomic properties in a
commutative semiring without multiplicative identity.

Remark 2.4. Observe that although every numerical monoid is a subsemiring of R¥0, the only
numerical monoid that contains 1 and is thus a positive semiring is N0. Let S be a numerical monoid.
Clearly, pS,�q is an FFM. However, pS,�q is an HFM if and only if S � N0, in which case it is a UFM.
In addition, pS,�q is an LFM if and only if it can be generated by two elements (see [21, Example 2.13]
and [31, Proposition 2.2]). It is similarly clear that pS, �q is an FFM without identity, though should
that make the reader squeamish, it does no harm to consider the monoid pSYt1u, �q instead. From [5]
we know that if S � N0, then we can choose a q P PzS and an n P N¥2 so that whenever p P P X S,
the elements p, pqn�1, qn, and q2n�1 are multiplicative atoms of S. Since p � q2n�1 � ppqn�1q � qn,
one immediately sees that pS, �q is not an LFM. On the other hand, as pqnq2n�1 � pq2n�1qn, we
observe that pS, �q is not an HFM. As a result, every numerical monoid is bi-atomic, satisfies the
bi-ACCP, and is both a bi-BFS and a bi-FFS. However, in the class of numerical monoids (treated as
semirings), the equivalences bi-UFS ô bi-HFS ô bi-LFS hold, and each of them is true precisely for
the numerical monoid N0.

2.4. Constructions. Throughout, we will employ several constructions in order to both build exam-
ples of families of positive semirings satisfying various properties and to concoct examples of semirings
showing that various implications do not hold. For convenience, we collect these basic constructions
in this subsection.

Valuations of N0rxs. By definition, every positive semiring contains N0. Many of the examples that
we consider are valuations of N0rxs at various α P R¡0. Therefore it is convenient to introduce the
following terminology.

Definition 2.5. For each α P R¡0, we call the semiring N0rαs :� tfpαq | f P N0rxsu the cyclic positive
semiring generated by α. When α is algebraic (resp., rational), we call N0rαs a cyclic algebraic (resp.,
rational) semiring.
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The additive structure of cyclic positive semirings was studied in detail in [18]. We note that while
the additive structure of N0rxs is simple (it is the free monoid on txn | n P N0u and hence a UFM),
the multiplicative structure, studied in [10], is far from simple. Nevertheless, the positive semirings
N0rαs are among the most tractable positive semirings; this is because the additive atomic structure
of its members is relatively well understood, as we will corroborate throughout this paper.

Exponentiation. Often, it will be useful to construct, from a positive monoid M , a positive semiring
whose multiplicative structure somehow reflects that ofM . To do so, we invoke the following important
result in transcendental number theory (see [7, Chapter 1]).

Theorem 2.6 (Lindemann-Weierstrass Theorem). If α1, . . . , αn are distinct algebraic numbers, then
the set teα1 , . . . , eαnu is linearly independent over the algebraic numbers.

In particular, if M is a positive monoid consisting of algebraic numbers, then the additive monoid
EpMq :� xem | m PMy1 is free on the set tem | m PMu. In addition, one can readily see that EpMq
is closed under the standard multiplication and, therefore, it is a positive semiring. The multiplicative
structure of M is not, in general, as nice as its additive structure. It is thus sometimes convenient to
consider the multiplicative submonoid epMq :� tem | m P Mu of EpMq, which is clearly isomorphic
to the monoid M . As we now see, epMq is divisor-closed in EpMq and hence atoms and factorizations
in the smaller monoid epMq persist to the larger monoid.

Lemma 2.7. Let M be a positive monoid. Then epMq is a divisor-closed submonoid of the multi-
plicative monoid of the semiring EpMq.
Proof. Suppose that em P epMq (necessarily with m PM), and write em � �°m

i�1 cie
ki
��°n

j�1 c
1
je
lj
�

in EpMq assuming that k1 ¡ � � � ¡ km and l1 ¡ � � � ¡ ln and taking the coefficients c1, . . . , cm
and c11, . . . , c

1
n to be positive integers. Because pEpMq,�q is the free monoid on tem | m P Mu, we

see that em � pc1ek1qpc11el1q � c1c
1
1e
k1�l1 . As a result, c1 � c11 � 1. Hence

°m
i�1 cie

ki � ek1 and°n
j�1 c

1
je
lj � el1 both belong to epMq, which completes the proof. �

3. Atomicity

The primary purposes of this section is to identify classes of bi-atomic positive semirings and to
explore their atomic structure. These classes consist of real evaluations of the cyclic free semiring N0rxs
of polynomials with nonnegative integer coefficients (various factorization aspects of the multiplicative
structure of N0rxs were recently studied by Campanini and Facchini in [10]).

First, we present an easy result that shows how the multiplicative structure of a positive semiring
interlaces with the atomicity of its additive structure.

Proposition 3.1. For a positive semiring S, the following statements are equivalent.

(a) U pSq � A�pSq.
(b) 1 P A�pSq.
(c) A�pSq is nonempty.

1By the Lindemann-Weierstrass Theorem, EpMq can be naturally identified with a subsemiring of the semigroup

ring with coefficients in Z and exponents in M .
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Proof. (a) ñ (b) ñ (c): Both implications follow immediately.

(c) ñ (a): Suppose that A�pSq is nonempty, and take a P A�pSq. Write 1 � s� t for some s, t P S.
Since a � sa� ta and pS,�q is a reduced monoid, either s � 0 or t � 0. Hence 1 P A�pSq. Now take
u P U pSq, and suppose that u � su � tu for some su, tu P S. Then the equality 1 � u�1su � u�1tu
ensures that either su � 0 or tu � 0, and so u P A�pSq. Thus, U pSq � A�pSq. �

We now consider the atomicity of cyclic positive semirings. First, observe that not every such a
semiring is bi-reduced; for instance, 2 is a multiplicative unit of the positive semiring N0r1{2s. Note
that pN0r1{2s,�q is not atomic. As the next proposition indicates, the bi-reduced semirings N0rαs can
be characterized as those whose additive monoids are atomic.

Proposition 3.2. For α P R¡0, the positive semiring N0rαs is bi-reduced if and only if 1 P A�pN0rαsq.

Proof. The statement of the proposition is clear when α � 1. Thus, we assume that α � 1. For
the direct implication, assume that the semiring N0rαs is bi-reduced. Suppose that 1 � β � γ in
pN0rαs,�q, and write β � °m

i�0 biα
i and γ � °n

i�0 ciα
i for some b0, . . . , bm, c0, . . . , cn P N0. The

equalities b0 � 0 and c0 � 0 cannot hold simultaneously as, in that case, α would be a multiplicative
divisor of 1 and, therefore, a unit in pN0rαs, �q. Hence either b0 ¥ 1 or c0 ¥ 1, and so 1 � β � γ
implies that tβ, γu � t0, 1u. Consequently, 1 P A�pN0rαsq.

Conversely, suppose that 1 P A�pN0rαsq and let u � °m
i�0 biα

i be a multiplicative unit of the
semiring N0rαs. Take v � °n

i�0 ciα
i in N0rαs such that uv � 1. Since 1 P A�pN0rαsq, it follows

that
°m
i�0 bi �

°n
i�1 ci � 1. This implies that u � αj and v � αk for some j, k P N0. As α � 1, the

equality 1 � αj�k ensures that j � k � 0, and so u � 1. Thus, 1 is the only multiplicative unit of
N0rαs, and so the positive semiring N0rαs is bi-reduced. �

As the following example illustrates, Proposition 3.2 cannot be extended to the class of all positive
semirings.

Example 3.3. Take q P Q¡0 such that neither q nor q�1 is an integer. Since N0rx, ys is a semiring,
its evaluation N0rq, q�1s at px, yq � pq, q�1q is a positive semiring. It is not hard to verify that
1 P A�pN0rq, q�1sq. Indeed, the equality A�pN0rq, q�1sq � tqn | n P Zu follows from the proof of [33,
Proposition 3.5], and so pN0rq, q�1s,�q is atomic. However, the semiring N0rq, q�1s is not bi-reduced
as, for instance, q is a multiplicative unit.

As mentioned before, the atomic structure of pN0rαs,�q is very tractable. For instance, we will see
in the next proposition that the set A�pN0rαsq is well structured and not hard to describe. For each
α P R¡0, set

npαq :� mintn P N | αn P xαj | j P J0, n� 1Kyu P NY t8u
if pN0rαs,�q is atomic, and set npαq � 0 otherwise.

Proposition 3.4. Let α P R¡0 be an algebraic number with minimal polynomial mpxq. Then the
following statements hold.

(1) A�pN0rαsq � tαn | n P J0, npαq � 1Ku.
(2) If pN0rαs,�q is atomic, then tαn | n P J0,degmpxq � 1Ku � A�pN0rαsq.
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Proof. (1) If the additive monoid of the positive semiring N0rαs is not atomic, then Proposition 3.1
ensures that 1 R A�pN0rαsq, from which the equality in (1) trivially follows. The same equality holds
from [18, Theorem 4.1] in the case when pN0rαs,�q is atomic.

(2) Note that when pN0rαs,�q is atomic, 1 P A�pN0rαsq by Proposition 3.1. If α � 1, then
N0rαs � N0, and the inclusion follows trivially. For α � 1, we consider two cases:

Case 1: α   1. Fix j P J0,degmpxq � 1K. Since α   1, we see that αn does not divide αj in N0rαs
for any n P N j . Now suppose that αj � °n

i�j ciα
i for some n P N¥j and cj , . . . , cn P N0 with

cn ¡ 0. If n ¡ j, then 1 � °n
i�j ciα

i�j , in which case, 1 R A�pN0rαsq. So n � j and cj � 1. Thus,

αj P A�pN0rαsq.
Case 2: α ¡ 1. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that αj R A�pN0rαsq for some j P J0,degmpxq�1K.
Then j ¥ 1. Observe that αn does not divide αj in N0rαs for any n P N¡α because α ¡ 1. Therefore

αj � °j�1
i�0 ciα

i for c0, . . . , cj�1 P N0, and so α is a root of the polynomial fpxq � xj�°j�1
i�0 cix

i P Qrxs.
Then fpxq is a nonzero polynomial of degree strictly less than degmpxq having α as a root. However,
this contradicts the minimality of mpxq. Thus, tαn | n P J0,degmpxq � 1Ku � A�pN0rαsq. �

The following corollary, which was first proved in [18], is an immediate consequence of Proposi-
tion 3.1 and part (1) of Proposition 3.4.

Corollary 3.5. For α P R¡0, the additive monoid of the semiring N0rαs is atomic if and only if
A�pN0rαsq is nonempty, in which case, 1 P A�pN0rαsq.

The additive structure of cyclic rational semirings N0rqs (for q P Q¡0), along with various factor-
ization invariants, has been recently investigated in [15].

Example 3.6. For q P Q¡0, consider the monoid N0rqs. Assume that q R N as, otherwise, N0rqs � N0

has trivial atomic structure. If npqq � 1, then 1 � dpqqq and so it follows from Proposition 3.7 that
N0rqs is antimatter. Then assume that npqq ¡ 1. One can readily verify that 1 � °n

i�1 ciq
i for some

c1, . . . , cn P N0 would imply that npqq | dpqq, which is not possible. Hence 1 P A�pN0rqsq, and so N0rqs
is atomic by Corollary 3.5. Similarly, one can check that qn � °n�1

i�0 ciq
i for some c0, . . . , cn�1 P N0

would imply that dpqq | npqq. Thus, it follows from Proposition 3.4 that A�pN0rqsq � tqn | n P N0u.

We proceed to identify two classes of bi-atomic semirings.

Proposition 3.7. For α P R¡0, the following statements hold.

(1) If α is transcendental, then the semiring N0rαs is bi-atomic.

(2) If α is algebraic and α ¥ 1, then the semiring N0rαs is bi-atomic.

Proof. (1) When α transcendental, the kernel of the ring homomorphism ϕ : Zrxs Ñ R consisting in
evaluating at α is trivial. As ϕpN0rxsq � N0rαs, we obtain that N0rαs � N0rxs as semirings. The
monoid pN0rxs,�q is free and thus atomic. On the other hand, a simple degree consideration shows
that pN0rxs, �q is atomic. Hence the semiring N0rαs is bi-atomic.

(2) If α � 1, then N0rαs � N0 is clearly bi-atomic. Suppose now that α ¡ 1. Since for each n P N,
the interval r0, ns contains only finitely many elements of N0rαs, the monoid pN0rαs,�q must be atomic
(this argument will become more transparent in Theorem 5.1). For a similar reason, plnpN0rαsq,�q
is atomic (as usual, “ ln ” denotes the logarithm base e). Since the monoid pN0rαs, �q is clearly
isomorphic to plnpN0rαsq,�q, it must be atomic. Thus, N0rαs is bi-atomic. �
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With the notation as in Proposition 3.7, it is also true that N0rαs is bi-atomic even for some
values α   1. For instance, we shall see in Proposition 4.3 that the rational cyclic semiring N0r2{3s
is bi-atomic. It is known that if S is a bi-atomic rational semiring, then |A�pSq| P t0, 1,8u (see
[6, Proposition 3.6]). This is no longer the case for algebraic semirings, as the following proposition
indicates.

Proposition 3.8. For every n P N Y t8u, there exists a bi-atomic algebraic semiring S such that
|A�pSq| � n.

Proof. For n � 8, take a q P Q¡1zN and consider the rational semiring N0rqs. It follows from
Proposition 3.7 that N0rqs is a bi-atomic semiring. In addition, we have seen in Example 3.6 that
A�pN0rqsq � tqn | n P N0u. Thus, |A�pN0rqsq| � 8.

Now suppose that n P N. Consider the polynomial mpxq � xn� p, where n P N and p P P. Because
mp1q   0, the polynomial mpxq has a root α P R¡1. It follows from part (2) of Proposition 3.7
that the positive semiring N0rαs is bi-atomic. We claim that |A�pN0rαsq| � n. By Eisenstein’s
Criterion, the polynomial mpxq is irreducible in QrXs, and so it is the minimal polynomial of α.
Therefore tαj | j P J0, n � 1Ku is contained in A�pN0rαsq by Proposition 3.4. In addition, αn R
A�pN0rαsq because it is the sum of p copies of 1. Then it follows from part (1) of Proposition 3.4 that
A�pN0rαsq � tαj | j P J0, n� 1Ku, whence |A�pN0rαsq| � n. �

Though we are primarily interested in bi-atomic positive semirings, we note that there are positive
semirings whose additive monoids (resp., multiplicative monoids) are antimatter even though whose
multiplicative monoids (resp., additive monoids) are atomic. We conclude this section with two
examples illustrating this fact.

Example 3.9. Consider the positive semiring N0r1{ds, where d P N¥2. Clearly, 1 R A�pN0r1{dsq
and so it follows from Corollary 3.5 that pN0r1{ds,�q is antimatter. We now prove that pN0r1{ds, �q
is atomic. Let D be the set consisting of all prime divisors of d, and consider the multiplicative
submonoid MD of N generated by D. Since N0r1{ds � tn{dm | m,n P N0u, the group of units of
pN0r1{ds, �q is gppMDq. Let MP be the multiplicative submonoid of N generated by PzD, and define
ϕ : pN0r1{ds, �q Ñ MP by n{dm � n1, where for n P N and m P N0, the element n1 is the maximal
divisor of n in MP . It is clear that ϕ is a surjective monoid homomorphism, and it is easy to check
that ϕpxq � ϕpyq if and only if x{y P gppMDq. It follows from the First Isomorphism Theorem
(for monoids) that the reduced monoid of pN0r1{ds, �q is isomorphic to MP . Since MP is a free
(commutative) monoid, pN0r1{ds, �q must be a UFM and, therefore, an atomic monoid. In particular,
the positive semiring N0r1{ds is not bi-atomic.

Example 3.10. Consider the positive semiring S � t0uYQ¥1. One can easily check that pS,�q is an
atomic monoid and that A�pSq � QX r1, 2q (we shall discuss the atomic structure of a more general
case in Theorem 5.1). Let us verify that A�pSq is the empty set. First, note that S is bi-reduced.
For every q P Q¡1, take an n P N sufficiently large such that q � n

n�1 ¡ 1, and so q � n
n�1 P S. This,

along with the fact that q � �
q n
n�1

��
n�1
n

�
, ensures that q R A�pSq. Hence pS, �q is antimatter. In

particular, the positive semiring S is not bi-atomic.
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4. The Ascending Chain Condition on Principal Ideals

In this section, we construct a class of positive monoids satisfying the bi-ACCP, and we identify
a class of bi-atomic cyclic positive semirings that do not satisfy the bi-ACCP. We construct the
former class in the next proposition, which is motivated by [6]. For such a construction, the use of
Lindemann-Weierstrass Theorem (Theorem 2.6) is crucial.

Proposition 4.1. For each subset P � P of prime numbers, the additive monoid xe1{p | p P P y is a
positive semiring satisfying the bi-ACCP.

Proof. Fix a subset P of prime numbers, and set M � x1{p | p P Py the submonoid of R¥0 additively
generated by the reciprocals of elements in P . Then set S � EpMq. We have observed before that S is
a positive semiring. It can be deduced from [2, Example 2.1] that the monoid M satisfies the ACCP.
On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 2.6 that pS,�q is a free (commutative) monoid on the
set teq | q P Mu. The fact that S X p0, 1q � H ensures that S is a bi-reduced semiring. Since pS,�q
is a free (commutative) monoid, it must satisfy the ACCP, and is thus atomic.

We proceed to argue that pS, �q satisfies the ACCP. To do so, let pxnSqnPN be an increasing
sequence of principal ideals of pS, �q. For each n P N, take yn�1 P S such that xn�1yn�1 � xn.
Let ` be the limit of the decreasing sequence pxnqnPN. Note that ` ¥ 1. Since the sequence pxnqnPN
converges, lim yn � 1. We may therefore assume that yn   2 for every n P N¥2. Clearly, S X p0, 2q
is a subset of epMq � teq | q P Mu. For each n P N¥2, write yn � eqn for some qn P M . Take

c1, . . . , ck P N and r1, . . . , rk P M with r1   � � �   rk such that x1 �
°k
i�1 cie

ri . Since pS,�q is a
free (commutative) monoid on the set teq | q P Mu and py2 � � � ynqxn � x1 for every n P N¥2, one

finds that xn �
°k
i�1 cie

rn,i for rn,1, . . . , rn,k P M such that rj � rn,j �
°n
i�1 qi for each j P J1, kK.

As rn,j � rn�1,j � qn�1 for any n P N and j P J1, kK, the sequence of principal ideals prn,j �MqnPN
of M is an ascending chain with respect to inclusion. Since M satisfies the ACCP, prn,j�MqnPN must
eventually stabilize. Thus, pxnSqnPN0 also stabilizes. Consequently, the monoid pS, �q satisfies the
ACCP, and so the positive semiring S satisfies the bi-ACCP. �

Our next goal is to identify a class of bi-atomic cyclic rational semirings whose members do not
satisfy the bi-ACCP. We first introduce some notation and a lemma.

Let fpxq � °n
i�0 cix

mi be a nonzero polynomial in Qrxs. We say that fpxq is canonically repre-
sented by

°n
i�0 cix

mi if ci � 0 for every i P J0, nK and mi � mj for any distinct i, j P J0, nK; in this
case, we call

°n
i�0 cix

mi the canonical representation of fpxq (which is clearly unique up to commu-
tation of its monomials). The support supp fpxq of fpxq is the set of exponents of the monomials
appearing in its canonical representation. Let α be an algebraic number, and let mpxq be the minimal
polynomial of α. Observe that there exists a unique ` P N such that `mpxq P Zrxs has content 1,
while there are unique polynomials m�pxq, m�pxq P N0rxs such that `mpxq � m�pxq �m�pxq and
suppm�pxq� suppm�pxq � H. We call the pair pm�pxq,m�pxqq the minimal pair of α.

The following lemma is a slight generalization of [18, Theorem 4.7], and the proof we provide here
follows the same idea.

Lemma 4.2. Let α P p0, 1q be an algebraic number with minimal polynomial mpxq. If pN0rαs,�q
satisfies the ACCP, then m�pxq R N0rxs �m�pxqN0rxs.

Proof. Suppose that pN0rαs,�q satisfies the ACCP. Assume, towards a contradiction, that m�pxq P
N0rxs�m�pxqN0rxs, and take apxq P N0rxs and bpxq P N0rxs such that m�pxq � apxq� bpxqm�pxq.
Let s be a nonnegative integer in the support of bpxq, and observe that cpxq :� apxq�pbpxq�xsqm�pxq
belongs to N0rxs. For each n P N, let In denote the principal ideal m�pαqαsn � N0rαs of pN0rαs,�q.
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Since the equality m�pαqαsn � cpαqαsn � m�pαqαspn�1q holds for every n P N0, the sequence of
principal ideals pInqnPN of pN0rαs,�q is an ascending chain under inclusion. In addition, pInqnPN does
not stabilize since the sequence pmin InqnPN � pm�pαqαsnqnPN is strictly decreasing. However, this
contradicts that pN0rαs,�q satisfies the ACCP. �

We are now in a position to construct a bi-atomic semiring that does not satisfy the bi-ACCP.

Proposition 4.3. For every q P Q X p0, 1q such that npqq ¡ 1 and dpqq P P, the positive semiring
N0rqs is bi-atomic but does not satisfy the bi-ACCP.

Proof. From Example 3.6 we know that pN0rqs,�q is an atomic monoid. We now show that pN0rqs, �q
satisfies the ACCP. Suppose that prnN0rqsqnPN is an ascending chain of principal ideals of pN0rqs, �q.
For every n P N, the fact that rn�1 divides rn in pN0rqs, �q ensures that nprn�1q ¤ nprnq and
dprn�1q ¤ dprnq. Consequently, the ascending chain of principal ideals prnN0rqsqnPN must stabilize.
As a result, pN0rqs, �q satisfies the ACCP and is therefore atomic. Thus, the rational semiring N0rqs
is bi-atomic. Arguing that N0rqs does not satisfy the bi-ACCP amounts to verifying that the monoid
pN0rqs,�q does not satisfy the ACCP. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2 as the minimal
pair of q is pdpqqx, npqqq and dpqq ¡ npqq. �

Although positive semirings satisfying the bi-ACCP are clearly bi-atomic, Proposition 4.3 shows
that the reverse implication does not hold in general. We emphasize this observation with the following
diagram.

(4.1) bi-ACCP semiring bi-atomic semiring
{

5. The Bounded Factorization Property

In this section, we identify a class of positive semirings that are bi-BFSs. In addition, we construct
a class of bi-ACCP positive semirings that are not bi-BFSs. It was first proved in [30, Proposition 4.5]
that a positive monoid is a BFM provided that 0 is not a limit point of M. We proceed to establish
a similar sufficient condition for a positive semiring to be a bi-BFS.

Theorem 5.1. Let S be a positive semiring. Then S is a bi-BFS provided that 1 is not a limit point
of Szt1u. In addition, for r ¡ 0, the positive semiring Sr generated by the ray R¥r is a bi-BFS if
and only if r ¡ 1, in which case,

A�pSrq �
�t1u Y rr, r � 1q�ztrrsu and A�pSrq �

�
P r2 Y rr, r2q�zP � pSrq¡1.

Proof. Suppose the set Szt1u does not have 1 as a limit point. For each r P r0, 1q the sequence
p1 � rnqnPN consists of elements of S and converges to 1. This ensures that r � 0 because 1 is not a
limit point of Szt1u. As a consequence, p0, 1q X S � H. In particular, 0 is not a limit point of S

and, therefore, [30, Proposition 4.5] ensures that pS,�q is a BFM. To show that pS, �q is also a BFM,
we use the fact that pS, �q is isomorphic to plnS,�q. Because 1 is not a limit point of Szt1u, it
follows that 0 is not a limit point of plnSqzt0u. Then plnS,�q is a BFM by [30, Proposition 4.5],
and so pS, �q is also a BFM. Thus, S is a bi-BFS.

For the direct implication of the second statement, it suffices to verify that whenever r ¤ 1, either
pSr,�q or pSr , �q is not atomic. When r � 1, the monoid Sr is antimatter, as we have already seen in
Example 3.10. Then assume that r   1, and fix s P R¡0. Now take n P N such that s{rn ¡ 1. This
implies that s{rn P Sr, and so s � rnps{rnq P Sr. Thus, Sr is the positive semiring R¥0, which is
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not a bi-BFS because pR¥0,�q is not atomic. The reverse implication of the second statement is an
immediate consequence of the first statement.

Finally, we describe A�pSrq and A�pSrq when r ¡ 1. Notice that Sr � N0 YR¥r. Since pSr,�q is
a reduced monoid and R¥r�1 � 1 � Sr , one finds that A�pSrq � Sr X R r�1 � J1, rrsK Y rr, r � 1q.
Because 1 P A�pSrq and m R A�pSrq for any m P J2, rrsK,

A�pSrq �
�t1u Y rr, r � 1q�ztrrsu.

To determine A�pSrq, note first that pSr , �q is reduced and pSrq¥r2 � pSrq¡1 � pSrq¡1. Consequently,
A�pSrq � pSr q r2 � J1, rrsKY rr, r2q. Then we see that the only elements in J1, rrsKY rr, r2q that are
not in A�pSrq are those that are properly divisible in pSr , �q by some prime number. Hence

A�pSrq �
�
P r2 Y rr, r2q�zP � pSrq¡1.

�

As the following example illustrates, the converse of the first statement of Theorem 5.1 does not
hold.

Example 5.2. Consider the positive monoid M � @ t
?
pu
p | p P P

D
. Because M is a submonoid of

x1{p | p P Py, it can be easily deduced from [2, Example 2.1] that M satisfies the ACCP, and so that

it is atomic. In addition, it is not hard to verify that A pMq �  t
?
pu
p | p P P

(
. We proceed to show

that M is an FFM. Fix q PM, and suppose that z is a factorization of q. Now take p P P such that?
p ¡ maxtq,adpqqu. Since p does not divide dpqq, the number of copies of the atom t

?
pu{p that

appear in z must be a multiple of p, namely, np. Therefore

nt
?
pu � np

t
?
pu

p
¤ q.

This, along with the inequality
?
p ¡ q, implies that n � 0. Thus, t

?
pu{p does not divide q in M . As

a result, only finitely many atoms (or elements) in M divide q, and so ZM pqq is finite. Hence M is an
FFM and, in particular, a BFM.

Now consider the positive semiring S � EpMq. It follows from Theorem 2.6 that pS,�q is the free
(commutative) monoid on the set teq | q PMu, and so a BFM. We proceed to show that pS, �q is also
a BFM. Take x � °n

i�1 cie
qi P Szt1u, where c1, . . . , cn P N and q1, . . . qn P M satisfy q1 ¡ � � � ¡ qn.

Write x � f1 � � � fm, where fi �
°ni

j�1 cj,ie
qj,i P A�pSq for c1,i, . . . , cni,i P N and q1,i ¡ � � � ¡ qni,i.

Since q1 �
°m
i�1 q1,i, it follows that m ¤ max LM pq1q. Since M is a BFM and q1 is uniquely determined

by x, we obtain that pS, �q is also a BFM. Hence the positive semiring S is a bi-BFS. However, it is
clear that 1 is a limit point of Szt1u.

Now we construct a positive semiring that satisfies the bi-ACCP but is not a bi-BFS.

Example 5.3. Let M � x1{p | p P Py and consider the positive semiring S � EpMq. By Proposi-
tion 4.1, S satisfies the bi-ACCP. Let us argue that pS, �q is not a BFM. It is clear that M is not a
BFM (for instance, pp1{pq is a length-p factorization in ZM p1q for every p P P). On the other hand, M
is isomorphic to the multiplicative monoid epMq and, therefore, epMq is not a BFM. By Lemma 2.7,
the monoid epMq is a divisor-closed submonoid of pS, �q. Thus, the monoid pS, �q is not a BFM.
Hence S is not a bi-BFS even though it satisfies the bi-ACCP.

As every bi-BFS satisfies the bi-ACCP, Example 5.3 allows us to extend Diagram (4.1) as follows.

(5.1) bi-BFS bi-ACCP bi-atomic
{ {
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6. The Finite Factorization Property

Our next task is to introduce a class of positive semirings that are bi-FFSs, the class consisting of
increasing positive semirings. Following [30], we say that a positive monoid M is strongly increasing if
A pMq is the underlying set of a sequence increasing to infinity. Strongly increasing positive monoids
have been considered in [8, 9, 30].

Example 6.1. (1) One can easily see that the positive monoid M1 �
@
p� 1

p | p P P
D

is atomic with

A pM1q � tp� 1
p | p P Pu, which is clearly the underlying set of a divergent increasing sequence. Hence

M1 is a strongly increasing positive monoid.

(2) On the other hand, the positive monoid M2 � t0u YR¥1 is atomic with A pM2q � r1, 2q. Since
A pM2q is uncountable, it cannot be the underlying set of any sequence. As a consequence, M2 is not
strongly increasing.

(3) Now consider the positive monoid M3 �
@

n
n�1 | n P N

D
. One can readily verify that M3 is

atomic with A pM3q � t n
n�1 | n P Nu. Even though A pM3q is the underlying set of the increasing

sequence
�

n
n�1

�
nPN, the monoid M3 is not strongly increasing because

�
n
n�1

�
nPN increases to 1.

We call a positive semiring S strongly increasing provided that pS,�q is a strongly increasing
monoid. Every strongly increasing positive semiring is a bi-FFS, as we proceed to show.

Theorem 6.2. Every strongly increasing positive semiring is a bi-FFS. In addition, if M is a strongly
increasing positive monoid consisting of algebraic elements, then

A�pEpMqq � ter | r PMu and A�pEpMqq � tea | a P A pMqu.
Proof. Let S be a strongly increasing positive semiring. Then pS,�q is a strongly increasing positive
monoid, and it follows from [30, Theorem 5.6] that pS,�q is an FFM. Since S is a strongly increasing
positive semiring, 0 cannot be a limit point of S. As a result, if r P S 1, then the fact that the
sequence prnqnPN of S converges to 0 enforces the equality r � 0. Hence inf S � 1, and so plnS,�q
is a positive monoid. Because S is strongly increasing, the set SXr0, ns must be finite for every n P N.
Therefore there exists a strictly increasing sequence psnqnPN0

with underlying set S. This implies
that pln snqnPN is an increasing sequence generating plnS,�q, and so [30, Theorem 5.6] ensures that
plnS,�q is an FFM. Thus, S is a bi-FFS.

Now suppose that M is a strongly increasing positive monoid, and set S � EpMq. It follows from
Theorem 2.6 that pS,�q is the free (commutative) monoid with basis ter | r P Mu. As a result,
A�pSq � ter | r P Mu. To argue the last inclusion, take a P A pMq and write ea � fg, where
f � °m

i�1 bie
qi and g � °n

j�1 cje
rj for some b1, . . . , bm, c1, . . . , cn P N and q1 ¡ � � � ¡ qm ¥ 0 and

r1 ¡ � � � ¡ rn ¥ 0. Since pS,�q is free on ter | r P Mu, after distributing the right-hand side of
ea � fg, one obtains that q1 � r1 � qm � rn � a, which implies that m � n � 1 and b1 � c1 � 1.
Since q1 � r1 � a P A pMq, it follows that either f � 1 or g � 1, and so ea P A�pSq. �

The converse of Theorem 6.2 does not hold, as we illustrate in the following example.

Example 6.3. Let M be the positive monoid generated by the set

(6.1) A �
"
p22n � 1

p2n
,
p2n�1 � 1

p2n�1

���� n P N
*
,

where ppnqnPN is a strictly increasing sequence of primes, and consider the positive semiring S � EpMq.
Because pS,�q is the free (commutative) monoid on ter | r P Mu by Theorem 2.6, it follows that
A�pSq � ter | r PMu. Since A�pSq is an unbounded subset of R having e as a limit point, it cannot
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be the underlying set of an increasing sequence. As each generating set of pS,�q must contain A, the
positive semiring S is not strongly increasing.

Let us show that M is an FFM. To do this, we proceed as we did in Example 5.2. Fix q P M
and then take Dq to be the set of all prime numbers dividing dpqq. Now choose n0 P N such that
n0 ¡ maxtq, dpqqu. For each a P A such that dpaq ¡ n0, the number c of copies of the atom a
appearing in any factorization z in ZM pqq must be a multiple of dpaq because dpaq R Dq. If c were
nonzero, q ¥ ca ¥ dpaqa ¡ dpaq ¡ q. Thus, c � 0. As a consequence, if an atom a divides q in M ,
then dpaq ¤ n0. Hence only finitely many elements of A pMq divide q in M , and so M is an FFM by
[37, Theorem 2].

Finally, we show that S is a bi-FFS. Since pS,�q is a free (commutative) monoid, this amounts
to verifying that the multiplicative monoid pS, �q is an FFM. Fix s � °m

i�1 bie
qi P Szt1u for some

b1, . . . , bm P N. For every i P J1,mK, let Di denote the set of divisors of qi in M . Because M is an
FFM, the set D � D1 Y � � � YDm is finite. Now set b � maxtb1, . . . , bmu. Let r � °n

i�1 cie
ri P Szt1u

be a divisor of s in S, where c1, . . . , cn P N. Since pS,�q is free on teq | q P Mu, it is not hard to
see that ri P D and ci ¤ b for every i P J1, nK. Thus, s has only finitely many divisors in pS, �q. As
every element of S has finitely many divisors, it follows from [37, Theorem 2] that pS, �q is an FFM.
Hence S is a bi-FFS.

We conclude this section giving an example of a bi-BFS that is not a bi-FFS.

Example 6.4. Consider the positive semiring S2 � N0 Y R¥2. Note that S2 is reduced because
1 � inf S2 . It follows from Theorem 5.1 that S2 is a bi-BFS satisfying that A�pS2q � t1uY p2, 3q and
A�pS2q � r2, 4q. To verify that the additive monoid of S2 is not an FFM, it suffices to take r P p4, 5q
and observe that the formal sum p2 � 1{nq � pr � 2 � 1{nq is a length-2 factorization of r in pS2,�q
for every n P N with n ¡ 1

r�4 . In a similar way, we can argue that the multiplicative monoid pS2 , �q
is not an FFM. Hence S2 is a bi-BFS that is not a bi-FFS. One can use a similar argument to show
that, for each r ¥ 2, the positive semiring Sr � N0 Y R¥r is a bi-BFS that is not a bi-FFS.

It is clear that every bi-FFS is a bi-BFS, and we have just seen in Example 6.4 that not every
bi-BFS is a bi-FFS. Hence we can extend Diagram (5.1) as follows.

(6.2) bi-FFS bi-BFS bi-ACCP bi-atomic
{ { {

7. The Half-Factorial and the Length-Factorial Properties

In this final section, we consider the half-factorial and the length-factorial properties. We give
two simple necessary conditions for a positive semiring to be a bi-HFS or a bi-LFS. Such necessary
conditions will allow us to provide several examples of positive semirings that are bi-BFSs but not
bi-HFSs or bi-LFSs. In particular, they can be applied to some of the examples of positive semirings
of the form EpMq we have seen in previous sections. A rather striking example of a positive semiring
whose multiplicative monoid is neither an HFM nor an LFM is EpN0q; we will discuss this in detail
in Example 7.9. The section concludes with a final extended version of Diagram (6.2).

Proposition 7.1. If a positive semiring S is a bi-HFS, then the following statements hold.

(1) S XQ � N0.

(2) If S X p0, 1q � H and a P A�pSq, then S X taq | q P Qu � tan | n P N0u.
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Proof. (1) It is clear that N0 � S X Q. To argue the reverse inclusion, take q P S X Q. Because

pS,�q is atomic, q � a1 � � � � � ak for some a1, . . . , ak P A�pSq. Then
°k
i�1 dpqqai is a factorization

of npqq in pS,�q of length kdpqq. On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 3.1 that 1 P A�pSq,
and so npqq � 1 is a factorization of npqq in pS,�q of length npqq. Since pS,�q is an HFM, the equality
npqq � kdpqq holds, whence q � k P N. As a result, S XQ � N0.

(2) Assume that S X p0, 1q � H, and take a P A�pSq. Clearly, the monoids pS, �q and ploga S
,�q

are isomorphic. As the set S X p0, 1q is empty, ploga S
,�q is a positive monoid. In addition, we see

that 1 P A ploga S
q because a P A�pSq. Mimicking the argument in the previous paragraph, one can

verify that ploga S
q XQ � N0. As a result, S X taq | q P Qu � tan | n P N0u. �

We need S to be a semiring in order to guarantee part (1) of Proposition 7.1, as the following
example illustrates.

Example 7.2. For n P N, consider the positive monoid Mn � xπ, n, 12 pπ�nqy. It is not hard to check

that A pMnq � tπ, n, 12 pπ�nqu. Since π�n and 2π�n2 are two distinct factorizations in Zpπ�nq, the
monoid Mn is not a UFM. In addition, suppose that

c1π � c2n� c3
π � n

2
� 0

for some c1, c2, c3 P Z. Then c1� c3{2 � 0 and c2� c3{2 � 0, from which the equality c1� c2� c3 � 0
follows. Hence Mn is an HFM. However, Mn XQ � nN0.

On the other hand, there are positive monoids that are not semirings and still satisfy the condition
in part (1) of Proposition 7.1.

Example 7.3. Let ω be an irrational number with 1   ω   2 such that ω is not a quadratic integer.
Consider the positive monoid M � xq � p1 � qqω | q P Q X r0, 1sy. Since q � p1 � qqω P r1, 2q for
each q P Q X r0, 1s, it follows that A pMq � tq � p1 � qqω | q P Q X r0, 1su and, therefore, M is
atomic. It is clear that N0 � M X Q. To check the reverse inclusion, take q P M X Q, and write
q � °n

i�1 qi�p1�qiqω for some n P N and q1, . . . , qn P QXr0, 1s. Since 1 and ω are linearly independent
over Q, it follows that q � °n

i�1 qi and 0 � °n
i�1p1 � qiq. As a result, q � °n

i�1 qi � n P N. Hence
N0 �M XQ.

We proceed to argue that M is an HFM that is not closed under multiplication. Fix b P M , and
consider two factorizations of lengths k and ` in Zpbq, that is,

ķ

i�1

qi � p1� qiqω � b �
`̧

j�1

q1j � p1� q1jqω

for some rational numbers q1, . . . , qk and q11, . . . , q
1
` in the interval r0, 1s. The fact that 1 and ω

are linearly independent over Q immediately implies that both equalities
°k
i�1 qi �

°`
j�1 q

1
j and°k

i�1 1 � qi �
°`
j�1 1 � q1j hold. After adding both equalities, one finds that k � `. Hence M is an

HFM. If M were closed under multiplication, then ω2 � a � bω for some a, b P Q¥0, which is not
possible because ω is an irrational number that is not a quadratic integer. As a final remark, observe
that for all q1, q2 P QXr0, 1s with q1� q2 � 1, the equality 1�ω � �

q1�p1� q1qω
�� �

q2�p1� q2qω
�

holds, whence M is not even an FFM.

The following proposition extends [14, Proposition 4.25] to give an analog of Proposition 7.1 for
positive semirings that are bi-LFS.

Proposition 7.4. If a positive semiring S is a bi-LFS, then the following statements hold.
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(1) |A�pSq XQ| ¤ 2.

(2) If S X p0, 1q � H and a P A�pSq, then |A�pSq X taq | q P Qu| ¤ 2.

Proof. (1) Since pS,�q is an LFM, [13, Theorem 3.1] guarantees the existence of a P A�pSq such that
the set A�pSqztau is integrally independent in the Grothendieck group of pS,�q. This, along with
the fact that the group Q has rank 1, immediately implies that at most two elements of A�pSq can
be rational numbers, that is, |A�pSq XQ| ¤ 2. This part could have also been proved by mimicking
the proof of [31, Proposition 2.2].

(2) Suppose that S X p0, 1q � H, and take a P A�pSq. Take aq1 , aq2 , aq3 P A�pSq for q1, q2, q3 P
Q. Since pS, �q � ploga S

,�q, it follows that q1, q2, q3 P A ploga S
q. As ploga S

,�q is an LFM,
|tq1, q2, q3u| ¤ 2 by the previous part (observe that we argued the previous part without appealing to
the multiplicative structure of S). Then we conclude that |A�pSq X taq | q P Qu| ¤ 2. �

Since we did not use the multiplicative structure of S to establish part (1) of Proposition 7.4, the
following statement holds: |A pMq XQ| ¤ 2 for every length-factorial positive monoid M . The same
condition in part (1) of Proposition 7.4 does not guarantee that a positive semiring is a bi-LFS. The
following example sheds some light upon this observation.

Example 7.5. The set S :� N0 Y
�p2, 4qzQ�YR¡4 is closed under both addition and multiplication,

and so S is a positive semiring. In addition, Theorem 5.1 guarantees that S is a bi-BFS and, in
particular, a bi-atomic positive semiring. Now fix r P Q¡4. Taking ε to be an irrational number so
that 0   ε   r � 4, we can write r � p2 � εq � pr � p2 � εqq. Since both 2 � ε and r � p2 � εq are
irrational numbers greater than 2, it follows that r R A�pSq. As a result, the only rational additive
atom of S is 1, which implies that |A�pSq X Q| ¤ 2. However, pS,�q is not an LFM, as we proceed
to verify. If α is an irrational number with 0   α   1{2, then 5{2 � α P A�pSq and so the equality
5 � p5{2� αq � p5{2� αq yields a length-2 factorization of 5 in pS,�q. As distinct choices of α yield
distinct length-2 factorizations of 5, the monoid pS,�q is not an LFM. Thus, S is not a bi-LFS. As a
side note, observe that 5 also has a length-5 factorization in pS,�q, and so S is not a bi-HFS.

Propositions 7.1 and 7.4 immediately give rise to a wealth of examples of positive semirings that
are neither bi-HFSs nor bi-LFSs. Consider, as evidence, the positive semirings in Examples 5.2, 6.3,
and 6.4, and the positive semirings Sr in Theorem 5.1. We note that the exponent monoids used in all
such examples are not finitely generated. We proceed to provide an example of a positive semiring of
the form EpMq for a finitely generated monoid M such that EpMq is neither a bi-HFS nor a bi-LFS.

Example 7.6. Let M be the numerical monoid M � x2, 3y � N0zt1u, and consider the positive
semiring S � EpMq. Theorem 2.6 ensures that pS,�q is a UFM. The elements e2 and e3 belong
to A�pSq because they are atoms of the divisor-closed submonoid epMq of pS, �q. Therefore the
equality pe2q3 � pe3q2 reveals that pS, �q is not an HFM, and so S is not a bi-HFS. Since the monoids
epMq and M are isomorphic, it follows from [21, Example 2.13] that epMq is an LFM (see also [13,
Corollary 3.3]). However, we will verify that pS, �q is not an LFM. Consider the element e2 � e3 of S
and write e2�e3 � �°m

i�0 aie
i
��°n

j�0 bje
j
�

taking a0, . . . , am and b0, . . . , bn in N0 with ambn � 0 and

a1 � b1 � 0. As pS,�q is free on tej | j PMu by Theorem 2.6, it follows that ambne
m�n � e3, whence

am � bn � 1 and m � n � 3. Assuming that m   n, we obtain that m � 0 and n � 3, from which°m
i�0 aie

i � e0 � 1. Thus, e2�e3 P A�pSq. In a similar way, we can verify that e2�2e3�e4 P A�pSq.
Now the equality pe2 � e3qpe2 � e3q � e2pe2 � 2e3 � e4q allows us to conclude that pS, �q is not an
LFM. Hence S is not a bi-LFS.
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It is clear that N0 is a positive semiring that is a bi-UFS. As the reader may have already noticed,
this is the only example of a bi-UFS that we have exhibited so far. Indeed, the aforementioned results
lead us to make the following conjecture.

Conjecture 7.7. A positive semiring S is a bi-UFS if and only if S � N0.

In the direction of Conjecture 7.7, we pose the following questions.

Question 7.8.

(1) Is N0 the only positive semiring that is a bi-HFS?

(2) Is N0 the only positive semiring that is a bi-LFS?

We now show that the positive semiring EpN0q is a bi-FFS that is neither a bi-HFS or a bi-LFS.
Lindemann-Weierstrass Theorem guarantees that the semiring of polynomials N0rxs is isomorphic to
the positive semiring EpN0q via ppxq ÞÑ ppeq. As most readers should be more familiar with polynomial
notation, in the next example we think of EpN0q in terms of polynomials.

Example 7.9. As pN0rxs,�q is a free (commutative) monoid with basis txn | n P N0u, it is a UFM
and hence an FFM. The multiplicative monoid pN0rxs, �q is also an FFM, as we proceed to argue.
Fix fpxq in N0rxs, and let dpxq P N0rxs be a divisor of fpxq in pN0rxs, �q. Then dpxq divides fpxq
in the integral domain Zrxs, which is clearly an FFD (that is, pZrxs, �q is an FFM). It follows from
[2, Theorem 5.1] that fpxq has only finitely many non-associate divisors in Zrxs, and so fpxq has only
finitely many divisors in pN0rxs, �q. Hence pN0rxs, �q is an FFM by [37, Theorem 2]. Hence S is a
bi-FFS.A

We now illustrate that pN0rxs, �q is neither an HFM nor an LFM. By [11, Corollary 2.2], for
each n P N, the polynomial px � nqnpx2 � x � 1q is irreducible in pR¥0rxs, �q and, therefore, in
pN0rxs, �q. As a result, for every k P N, the expressions rpx � nqnpx2 � x � 1qs � rx � 1sk and
rx� nsnrpx2 � x� 1qpx� 1qsrx� 1sk�1 are factorizations of lengths k � 1 and n� k, respectively, of
the same element in pN0rxs, �q. Hence pN0rxs, �q is not an HFM. On the other hand, it follows from
[11, Corollary 2.2] that the polynomials px� 1qpx2� x� 3q and px� 2qpx2� x� 3q are irreducibles in
pR¥0rxs, �q and so in pN0rxs, �q. Since rpx� 1qpx2� x� 3qs � rx� 2s and rpx� 2qpx2� x� 3qs � rx� 1s
are distinct factorizations of length 2 of the same element in pN0rxs, �q, the monoid pN0rxs, �q is not
an LFM. Thus, N0rxs is neither a bi-HFS nor a bi-LFS.

We now provide a concrete example of a positive semiring that is a bi-BFS but neither its additive
monoid nor its multiplicative monoid are HFM/LFM.

Example 7.10. Consider the positive semiring S2 � t0, 1u Y R¥2. It is a bi-BFS by Theorem 5.1.
Since A�pS2q � t1uYp2, 3q, the equalities 5 �1 � 2 � p5{2q � 7{3�8{3 ensure that pS2,�q is neither an
HFM nor an LFM. On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that r2, 3s is contained in A�pS2q
and, in particular, 2, 3, 8{3, 14{5, and 15{7 belong to A�pS2q. As a result, the equality 23 � 3 � p8{3q
implies that pS2 , �q is not an HFM and the equality 2 � 3 � p14{5q � p15{7q implies that pS2 , �q is not an
LFM.

It is clear that every bi-UFS is a bi-FFS, a bi-HFS, and a bi-LFS. This observation, along with
Example 7.9, allows us to conclude with an extended version of Diagram (1.2) for positive semirings.
This extended diagram illustrates that, as it is the case for monoids and integral domains, most of
the implications in Diagram (1.2) are not reversible in the context of positive semirings. Whether or
not the topmost horizontal implications in Diagram (7.1) are reversible is the gist of Conjecture 7.7
and Question 7.8.
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(7.1)
bi-LFS bi-UFS bi-HFS

bi-FFS bi-BFS bi-ACCP bi-atomic

{ {
{ { {
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